Arrangement for Avenue of Stars Closure

Avenue of Stars will be closed on the 8 Oct 2015 for repair and improvement works. Visitors are advised to visit “Garden of Stars” and “Starry Gallery” from 15 November 2015 for exhibition relating to the Avenue of Stars and Hong Kong movie. Visitors can visit the spots conveniently by using the MTR East Tsim Sha Tsui Station subways adjoining the two places. It is just a fun-filled journey!

“Garden of Stars” and “Starry Gallery” will be opened from 15 November 2015

Getting there

- Garden of Stars
  - The coach layby remains at Salisbury Road. Visitors can then use the nearby staircase, escalator or lift via the footbridge to go to the Garden of Stars.
  - Visitors who go by MTR may take the lift next to the East Tsim Sha Tsui Station Exit P1 (press “Pd”). Alternatively, visitors can use the staircase or the escalator adjacent to the Tsim Sha Tsui East (Mody Road) Bus Terminus to go the Garden of Stars.

- Starry Gallery
  - Visitors taking MTR can get to the East Tsim Sha Tsui Station Exit J where the Starry Gallery connects to. Alternatively, visitors can visit the Starry Gallery through the subway entrance (along Nathan Road) next to The Peninsula. (Via the SOGO B1/F). Or, through the subway entrance (along Nathan Road) next to the Sheraton Hotel.

Visitors can get to the “Garden of Stars” hence take the lift there, going to the “Starry Gallery” through the walkways at MTR.
1. **Garden of Stars** (Opens from 15 November 2015)

**Exhibition at Garden of Stars includes:**
- Avenue of Stars sculptures
- 10-20 Star handprints
- Movie related elements
- Paintings showing classic movie scenes and star photos – “Starlight Cinema”

“Garden of Stars” and “Starry Gallery” will be opened from 15 November 2015

---

**a. Starlight Cinema**

Respectful movie specialist Mr. Law Kar, referred by LCSD, leads the overall concept. Local artist Kylie Chan realises the design concept by showing classic movie scenes through cartoon drawing.

*Movie reference:
- Security Unlimited, 1981
- Aces Go Places, 1982
- Heart of Dragon, 1985
- Roupe, 1988
- A Better Tomorrow, 1986
- Her Fatal Ways, 1990
- C'est La Vie, Mon Cheri, 1993
- He's a Women, She's a Man, 1994
- Summer Snow, 1995
- God of Cookery, 1996
- Feel 100%, Once More, 1996
- Troublesome Night, 1997
- In the Mood for Love, 2000
- Love Undercover, 2002
- Infernal Affairs, 2002
- Mr Cinema, 2007
- Echoes of the Rainbow, 2010*
b. Star Handprints

Star handprints will be re-featured at “Garden of Stars”

c. Other movie elements

d. Famous movie quotes on light poles at the “Garden of Stars”
1. **The Starry Gallery** (Opens from 15 November 2015)

Exhibition at Starry Gallery includes:
- Star Photos
- Movie names
- Visuals about movie elements
- Hong Kong history in line with Hong Kong movie history
- Paintings showing classic movie scenes

a. Hong Kong history in parallel with Hong Kong film development milestones (with text)

b. Pictures and information featuring Stars Imprint Ceremony and other activities at the Avenue of Stars
c. Pictures and Quotes of Hong Kong classic films
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---

d. Titles, Pictures and Fonts of Hong Kong classic films
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e. Exhibition of Hong Kong movie posters

Contact Us
Should you have any queries, please call AOS Management Ltd. on 2734 8892 or email to info@avenueofstars.com.hk